Candle Holders & Accessories

Candle Accessories

1
Candle Carving Set
snugger
This 8 piece set offers a
variety of tools intended for
carving wood but absolutely perfect for carving
candles as well, helping you
to create your personalized
magic candles.

$7.95

CCARS

Help keep your candles
secure and upright with the
aid of candle snugger.

$2.95

CS009

Long Belled Brass snuffer
Brass Candle Snuffer
Brass Renaissance snuffer
This brass candle snuffer
Sculpted of brass, this small
Brass renaissance candle
is great for those who lack
candle snuffer is great for
snuffer featuring a dimpled
the space for many tools on
those who need to keep
bell. Safely extinguish your
their altar. Its extended bell
their altar tools hidden or
candles with this attractive
also makes it easier to use
might otherwise lack the
snuffer.
with deeper candle holders.
space for larger devices.
Handle 3”, bell 2”.
Style varies. Our Choice.

$5.95

$4.95

CS280

CS305

$5.95

CS311

Long Brass Candle Snuffer
Pentagram snuffer 7”
Antiqued Branch snuffer
This brass candle snuffer
A long handled pentagram
This candle snuffer has
has been crafted out of
engraved candle snuffer
been sculpted out of cold
a simple arm of brass,
with a free moving deep
cast resin to present itself as
unadorned except for the
bell. Black enamel with a
though it were carved from
handle by its base, textured
gold enamel pentagram that
a slender wooden branch as
and widened for your grip.
is approximately 7”.
the perfect complement to
12” handle, 2 1/2” snuffer
your candle magic.

$6.95

$11.95

$4.95

CS364

Multi-Color Jeweled snuffer
Adding a little style and a
splash of color, this candle
snuffer is bedecked with
numerous small simulated
jewels.

CS806

Wax Candle Adapter
Lighting stick
A sealed pack of 12 wax
candle adapters for use in
tightening and straightening candles of all sizes in all
types of holders.

$2.95

CW001

CS365

$5.95

CS8069W

These wooden lighting
sticks are a great tool that
will help you prevent
burns and discomfort when
lighting candles in tall jars
or other difficult to reach
places.

$0.50

CH010

CS740

$16.95

$4.50

CS807

Tealight holders

RLIG

3 Cats tealight holder
Soapstone Universal holder
Three little kitties holding
Allowing for candles of
up either a tealight or small
various sizes, ranging from
votive holder. Polyresin,
taper candles to tea lights
bronze color, 2” x 3.25”.
and pillars, this soapstone
candle holder captures the
beauty of stone for your
altar space. base 2 1/2” ,

$16.95

$10.95

Brass Snuffer w/Wood Handle
Pinching Candle snuffer
This candle snuffer features
Helping you to extinguish
a wooden handle and a
your candles without the
brass bell. Fitting comfortmessy danger of wax being
ably within your hand
spilled or splattered, this
and allowing you to safely
stainless steel candle snuffer
snuff the candles upon your
allows you to pinch out the
altar. Brass/wood handle
flame of any candle’s wick.

CHCS27

3” Dragon tealight
This dragon head is perfect
for holding your tea light
candles. Finely detailed
and painted a green dragon
looks unwaveringly on as
he keeps your candle safe. 5
1/2” x 5” with an height of

$21.95

CHT18

3” Kwan Yin tealight
Serenity Hand tealight
3 1/2” Tree Man tealight holder
Quan Yin the Chinese godSerenity from a single hand.
Tree Man Candle holder, 3
dess of mercy and compasThis elegant mudra form
1/2 x 3 x 3 3/4 inch.
sion. This resin cast tealight
of fingers and hand is a
holder depicts her seated
symbol of blessed enlightresting against a smooth
enment. It is a resin cast
base holder. 4” x 2 1/4” x 3”
tea light holder colored
at widest points, sizes may
in bronze with verdigris

$16.95

CHT180

$21.95

CHT236

$17.95

CHT2834
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6” Buddha tealight
Calling The Earth To Witness / Earth Touching
Buddha The most common
pose you will find in Thai
temples is with the legs
crossed, the left hand in
the lap, and the right hand

$17.95

CHT2873

2
Black Yoga Lady tealight 5 1/2”
5 1/2” White Yoga Lady tealight
A powerful yet simple
The stylized form of a
depiction of the divine femiwoman in a seated yoga
nine covered in a glossy,
pose meditating is both
polished glaze to reflect the
a symbol of female emflickering light of a tealight
powerment and the divine
along its curves. Cold Cast
feminine. Ceramic. 2 3/4” x
Resin. 5 1/2” x 3” x 3”
4” x 5 1/4”

$11.95

CHT574

$11.95

CHT575

Hearth tealight 5 1/2”
Pentagram Candle altar plate
Red Stone tealight/cone burner
A charming little tealight or
A combination of mystical
Beautiful, simple in design,
votive holder representing
symbolism with practical
and highly functional, this
the home and hearth. This
use, this altar plate displays
red stone cone incense, or
piece would fit equally well
a pentagram, with five
tealight burner is wonderon an end table or home
smaller pentagrams settled
fully suited for any home or
altar. Made from Ground
at each of its points to hold
altar space. 2 1/2” x 1 1/2”
pumice suspended in a
tea light candles. 7” x 3/4”

$49.95

CHT718

Chime Candle
Holders

$39.95

CHV552

Glass Star mini holder
This glass star shaped mini
candle holder is a beautiful ornament for the sacred
space. Made of thick glass,
holds 1/2” round candle.

$3.95

CH117

$4.95

IB124VM

Blue Star mini holder
Sculpted of thick, blue glass,
these star shaped chime
candle holders are beautiful
accents to the sacred space
as well as the home.

$3.95

CH117B

Swirl clear Square glass holder
Yule Chimes holder
Cobalt Ceramic Starry holder
Designed to hold 1/2” mini
This beautiful chime candle
This small ceramic chime
candles, this square candle
holder is intended to give
candle holder is a wonderholder is made of clear glass
your Yule season a little
ful piece for your altar if
with a horizontal ribbed
more cheer, featuring interyou’ve ever starred up in
design. The candle holder
changeable top-pieces that
wonder at the stars. C4
measures approximately 1”
can be Angels, a Clown, or
candles.
long by 1-1/2” high.
a Horse. Height will vary

$3.95

CH28

$8.95

CH350

$5.95

CH40BS

White Ceramic holder
Gold-toned Fairy Star Chime
Silver Fairy Star Chime holder
Simple, elegant, and easCreated in the image of a
Created in the image of a
ily fitting anywhere in the
seven pointed Fairy Star,
seven pointed Fairy Star,
home or upon the altar,
this gold-toned candle holdthis simple aluminum
these white ceramic chime
er is designed to readily fit
candle holder is designed
candle holders are must
your C4 and CN4 candles.
to readily fit C4 and CN4
haves for anyone who praccandles.
tices candle magic or simply

$2.95

CH40W

Votive Holders

$0.95

$3.50

Taper Holders

CHT260

silver glass Votive holder
A rustic silvered glass cup
type votive holder with a
delicate “snow on a window” pattern to allow the
light of a votive through.
Should also fit most tea
lights.

CH87S

$0.95

CHT265

Square Votive Holder
Made of frosted glass and
fitting any votive candle,
this square-shaped votive
holder will glow with the
color of your candle and
your candle’s flame. 2” x 2
1/4”.

$5.50

CVHSQU

Brass Taper holder
Maiden Mother Crone candle/incense holder
This elegant brass taper
9 inch tall Maiden Mother
candle holder has been
Crone Candle holder /
crafted in the classical deCone Incense Holder.
sign, with a wide base and
a narrow top for holding
your candles, holds 3/8”
round candle. Use C6 or C7

$6.95

CH2240

$26.95

CH2833
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5 1/2” Pentagram taper (set of 2)
Seven Pointed Star holder
Detailed candle holder
Simple and affordable, this
set for tapered candles.
inexpensive seven-pointed
Features an interwoven
star shaped candle holder
pentacle, climbing ivy and
is intended to fit C6 or C7
rendered wood grain. Made
candles.
from ground pumice suspended in a resin base. 7/8”

$29.95

CH513

$1.95

CH522

Brass Chamberstick Taper holder
Brass Taper & Pillar holder
This classically styled, brass
These brass fixtures feature
chamberstick style tapered
a unique design allowing
candle holder, a finger loop
them to hold both regular
for easy carrying from room
tapers and small pillar
to room, making a wondercandles. Excellent for CPC
fully old fashioned accent
Crystal Journey reiki pillar
for household C6’s candles.
candles. 5” base, holds a

$6.95

CHBRAT

Soapstone Universal holder
Allowing for candles of
various sizes, ranging from
taper candles to tea lights
and pillars, this soapstone
candle holder captures the
beauty of stone for your
altar space. base 2 1/2” ,

$16.95

CHCS27

$14.95

CHCS24

Pentagram taper holder
Simple black pentagram
taper holder. Use with our
C7 candles.

$4.95

CH331

$5.95

CHAO12

Brass Universal holder
Soapstone Universal holder
This brass candle holder, is
Allowing for candles of
a universal size holder, it
various sizes, ranging from
can support narrow taper
taper candles to tea lights
candles, 1 1/2” diameter
and pillars, this soapstone
pillar candles, and any
candle holder captures the
other candle under its wide,
beauty of stone for your
4 5/8” diameter size.
altar space. base 2 1/2” ,

$15.95

CHCS26

Mini Candle
Holder

$16.95

CH5D

CH7333

$15.95

CHCS26

Pillar Holders

CHCS27

Brass Taper & Pillar holder
These brass fixtures feature
a unique design allowing
them to hold both regular
tapers and small pillar
candles. Excellent for CPC
Crystal Journey reiki pillar
candles. 5” base, holds a

$14.95

CHCS24

2” Spike pillar holder
A simple and low rise
candle holder with a spike
to secure all manner of
candles for safe burning.
Nickel plated silver or brass
toned. 2” x 1/2”. our choice
sold separately.

$7.95

CHPSPI

Couple’s Heart mini candle holder
Crescent Moon mini Holder
Perfect for use in love spells,
Depicting a crescent moon,
Handfasting, and other such
this mini candle holder is a
blessings, the Couple Heart
wonderful, decorative piece,
mini candle holder portrays
great for celebrating the
two people joined hand in
Goddess or simply enjoying
hand. Made in USA
the celestial splendor of the
moon. Made in USA

$9.95

CH5COU

Flower mini candle holder
Heart mini Candle Holder
Pewter sunflower mini canShaped into the image of
dle holder. Great solution
a heart, this mini candle
for slender chime candles. 1
holder is a romantic way to
5/8” wide base with a 1/2”
display the warm glow of
candle holder in the middle.
these little candles. 1 1/2”
Sizes may vary slightly.
wide. Made in USA

$9.95

$5.95

Brass Universal holder
This brass candle holder, is
a universal size holder, it
can support narrow taper
candles, 1 1/2” diameter
pillar candles, and any
other candle under its wide,
4 5/8” diameter size.

CHSTH

Spike votive holder
Black Pillar holder
Candle holder with spike
This is a black powder
to hold candles in place this
coated metal pillar holder
holder will fit a wide varidesigned exclusively for
ety of candle with at least a
Crystal Journey herbal pil7/8” base up to a 3” base.
lars. Will fit pillars up to 3”
Brass. 1 3/4” x 3 1/8”.
wide. 4” x 3 1/2”

$5.95

Brass Chamberstick Taper holder
Quaint teacup style, Brass
Chamber stick Taper candle
holder, shiny and solid,
with handle on side of bottom base. 3 1/4” wide x 2
1/4” high. Use with C6 or
C7 candles.

$9.95

CH5H

$9.95

CH5CR

Shooting Star mini holder
Shaped into a shooting star,
this pewter candle holder
is the perfect size for mini
candles. Made in USA

$9.95

CH5ST
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Zodiac mini candle holder
Displaying the signs of the
zodiac, this mini candle
holder is a wonderful way
to celebrate these celestial
powers. Made in USA

$9.95

CH5Z

4
Brass mini candle holder
Nickel mini candle holder
Made to resemble an old
Made to resemble an old
fashion candle holder; this
fashion candle holder; this
candle holder is made of
candle holder is made of
a cup sized to fit a mini
a cup sized to fit a mini
candle on a plate with a
candle on a plate with a
finger ring attached. Brass. 2
finger ring attached. Nickel.
1/2” tall.
2 1/2” tall.

$7.95

CH81

$8.95

CH81N
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